TWO IDEAS WHOSE TIME HAS FINALLY COME

When it comes to understanding the problems of positioning your drum set, no one listens and responds like Tama.

**TILTHAT**
The new Tilthat from Tama allows virtually unlimited Hi-hat positioning. A specially designed main shaft equipped with Tama's tilt assembly, enables angle variation from the central position. This added flexibility gives drummers the opportunity to position their Hi-hat comfortably, no matter how large or complicated their set may be.

**PRO-BEAT TWIN**
The new Pro-Beat Twin bass drum pedal brings double barrel performance to single bass drum sets. Now it's possible to play incredibly fast rolls with both feet, without the extra bulk (or expense) of a second bass drum.

Tama's exclusive dual universal joints provide for smooth action and uncompromised positioning. Central placement of the dual beaters provides powerful, even tonal response. Double your power and proficiency with the new Pro-Beat Twin pedal from Tama.